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Purpose of review

Acute kidney injury is common and is associated with increased morbidity and mortality. Rates of acute
kidney injury in most settings remain high and in some settings are increasing. Moreover, outcomes
associated with acute kidney injury remain relatively poor. This review focuses on recent advances in
understanding of acute kidney injury and discusses possible interventions based on these advances.

Recent findings

Acute kidney injury is not a disease with a single etiology and clinical course but rather a loose
collection of syndromes whose unifying phenotype is an acute loss of glomerular filtration. Traditional
taxonomy based on anatomic locations (pre, intra, and post) in reference to the kidney is overly
simplistic and has given way to specific ‘endotypes’ including hepatorenal, cardiorenal, nephrotoxic,
and sepsis-associated and these syndromes all have unique pathophysiologies and treatments. Our
tendency to lump all of these clinical syndromes into a single disease and seek a single treatment has
led to the profound lack of progress observed in terms of improving outcomes. The hope is that this is
about to change.

Summary

Understanding the epidemiology, pathogenesis, and pathophysiology of acute kidney injury is critical
to achieving improved outcomes for the millions of patients who develop this loose constellation of
syndromes.
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INTRODUCTION

Acute kidney injury (AKI) is now understood to be
one of the most important complications seen
in critical illness and a massive public health con-
cern overall. Growing awareness for the condition
has resulted in a variety of new approaches for
diagnosis and treatment. Unfortunately, the
traditional taxonomy based on anatomic locations
(pre, intra, and post) in reference to the kidney
is overly simplistic. This taxonomy has now given
way to specific ‘endotypes’ including hepatorenal
[1

&

], cardiorenal [2], nephrotoxic [3], sepsis-
associated AKI [4

&&

], and others and there is ever
increasing evidence that these syndromes have
unique pathophysiologies and treatments. Like
the concept of AKI itself, care is evolving and the
era of precision medicine for AKI is approaching. In
this review, we will consider recent discoveries
and rediscoveries that are changing the way we look
at this complex disorder.
ht © 2016 Wolters Kluwe
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ACUTE KIDNEY INJURY IS AN EVOLVING
CONCEPT

AKI is a nonspecific clinical syndrome defined by a
rapid loss of glomerular filtration rate (GFR). AKI is
‘nonspecific’ because it can result from numerous
different etiologies (Fig. 1), some of which are specific
diseases that have very specific therapy. Other etiol-
ogies for AKI have distinctive epidemiology and
r Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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KEY POINTS

� AKI is not a single disease but a loose collection of
clinical syndromes with differing pathogeneses
and treatments.

� Older ‘anatomic-based’ classification systems for AKI
have been displaced by etiology-specific syndromes.

� The near future will usher in an age of molecular
phenotyping and precision medicine for AKI.

� Currently, best practice is to be well acquainted with
individual AKI syndromes, their causes and treatments
and to avoid generalizations in the care of patients
with AKI.

Renal system
pathogenesis but remain poorly characterized and
do not yet have specific therapies.

Already in ancient times it was noted that the
failure to pass urine was lethal if untreated and
might be due to either ‘an empty bladder’ or an
obstruction. Indeed, urinary catheters were used as
early as 3000 BC. It was Galen who first established
the kidneys as the source of urine and as organs that
‘filtered the blood’ [5]. Progress in the clinical
assessment of renal function progressed quite slowly
from the time of Galen until the 18th century when
urea was discovered. However, it would be more
than a century later before increases in blood urea
and serum creatinine would be used to quantify
azotemia (‘azote’ is a very old name for nitrogen).
Azotemia results from reductions in GFR and
 Copyright © 2016 Wolters Kluwer 
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FIGURE 1. Acute kidney injury (AKI) syndromes. Although an o
and their anatomic sites of injury. Therapies vary widely from disc
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together with oliguria (‘small’ urine) or anuria (no
urine) form the cardinal features of kidney failure.

In order to support clinical diagnosis and to
anchor epidemiological study, AKI is classified based
on specific clinical and laboratory criteria (Table 1)
[6]. However, these criteria do not define AKI, which
remains a clinical diagnosis – in the same way that
electrocardiographic changes and troponin do not
define myocardial infarction (MI). Azotemia and
oliguria are indicative not only of pathology but
are also normal responses of the kidney to extra-
cellular volume depletion or a decreased renal blood
flow. Conversely, a ‘normal’ urine output and GFR
in the face of volume depletion could only be
viewed as renal dysfunction. Thus, changes in urine
output and GFR are neither necessary nor sufficient
for the diagnosis of renal pathology [7]. Still, they
serve as the backbone for our existing diagnostic
criteria [6].

Furthermore, a patient might have AKI but
serum creatinine and urine output were not quan-
tified. Alternatively, serum creatinine and urine
output could be abnormal and even meet the
specific criteria for AKI but mitigating conditions
might make the diagnosis less likely [8

&&

]. Indeed
checklists or similar tools may help in difficult
cases [9

&

].
Two problems further complicate the diagnosis

of AKI. First, until recently most of our diagnostic
tools measured only renal function, not injury per se.
To give some sense of what that means, consider
making the diagnosis of MI using only clinical signs
of heart failure and echocardiography. Sure,
Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Table 1. Acute kidney injury staging

Stage Serum creatinine Urine output

1 1.5–1.9 times baseline or �0.3mg/dl (�26.5 mmol/l)
increase

<0.5 ml/kg/h for �6 but <12 h

2 2.0–2.9 times baseline <0.5 ml/kg/h for �12 h

3 3.0 times baseline or increase to �4.0mg/dl (�353.6 mmol/
l) or initiation of renal replacement therapy or in patients
<18 years a decrease in eGFR to <35 ml/min per 1.73 m2

<0.3 ml/kg/h for �24 h or anuria for �12 h

eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate. Data from: www.KDIGO.org.

Why are patients still dying from acute kidney injury? Kellum
sometimes we end up inferring a MI occurred from
regional wall-motion abnormalities but imagine
that was our only test. Surely we would miss a great
many infarcts especially early on when therapy is
possible and we would also confuse other causes
of heart failure with ischemia and likely misapply
available treatments. Serum creatinine and urine
output are functional measures and do not directly
measure injury. Second, because our functional
measures are insensitive to injury, ‘subclinical’
AKI is common [10]. Paradoxically, this is less of a
problem in patients with underlying chronic kidney
disease because these patients have limited renal
reserve – most new injuries will cause measurable
changes in renal function. However, healthy indi-
viduals, particularly younger adults have substantial
renal reserve [11,12

&

] and can lose more than half
their renal function (e.g., donating a kidney) before
serum creatinine changes.

It is important to reflect on the fact these diffi-
culties in the diagnosis of AKI are less concerning for
our epidemiological understanding of the problem.
A few patients may be missed and labeled as either
having or not having AKI but the overall estimates
will not be substantially affected – although there
are important implications nonetheless as we will
discuss in the next section. However, for the indi-
vidual patient (or subject in a clinical trial) misdiag-
nosis carries grave consequences. As such, clinical
judgment [6] (or in the case of trials, clinical adju-
dication [13

&

]) is critical. At the bedside, AKI is
always a clinical diagnosis.
INCIDENCE AND CLINICAL
CONSEQUENCES OF ACUTE KIDNEY
INJURY

The incidence of AKI in the western world is
believed to be similar to that of MI or about
2.1/1000 population [14,15]. However, this is likely
an underestimate due to under-diagnosis particu-
larly outside the ICU. AKI occurs in approximately
55–60% of critically ill patients [16

&&

]. This number
may seem incomprehensibly high until one realizes
 Copyright © 2016 Wolters Kluwe
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that the rates of respiratory and cardiovascular
failure among the critically ill are similar – being
critically ill usually means multiorgan dysfunction.
Some estimates of AKI incidence and rates among
hospitalized patients have used only serum creati-
nine changes but this approach fails to recognize
more than a third of cases [17

&&

,18]. Among
the critically ill, stage 2 or 3 AKI occurred in 18%
without any changes in serum creatinine sufficient
to make the diagnosis and these patients had a 8.6%
hospital mortality. Conversely, only 3% had stage
2 or 3 AKI by serum creatinine without any urine
output criteria and hospital mortality was only
slightly higher at 11.4% [17

&&

]. Moreover, the
addition of even stage 1 urine output criteria to
these ‘creatinine only’ patients was associated with
increase in mortality to 30%.

Surprisingly, similar risk-adjusted rates of AKI
and mortality are seen around the world with
hospital mortality increasing nearly four-fold with
AKI [16

&&

]. When trying to understand the clinical
consequences of AKI an interesting set of paradoxes
arise. First, the early stage of AKI (i.e., stage 1) is
likely the point at which AKI is most amenable
to therapy and thus it is often the starting point
for clinical practice guidelines [6]. However, as
many as 70% of patients with stage 1 AKI resolve
spontaneously and when carefully controlled for
baseline severity of illness, patients who develop
stage 1 without further progression are not clearly
at risk for decreased survival [16

&&

].
The word ‘spontaneously’ might be misleading

however, and what epidemiological studies cannot
teach us is what effect clinical care might be having in
the background. Increased awareness of AKI in recent
years might be resulting in better outcomes in some
types of patients particularly those wherein the AKI
exposure can be modified. Let us examine three
specific examples. First, AKI is commonly associated
with MI [19]. Cardiorenal physiology and radiocon-
trast exposure both play important roles and both
may be influenced by patient care decisions. Aggres-
sive early revascularization and ventricular assist
devices, both becoming increasingly prevalent,
r Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Renal system
may alter cardiac physiology and reduce AKI. Vol-
umes and perhaps types of radiocontrast are chang-
ing as well. A recently reported, large national study
found that AKI incidence in patients hospitalized
with acute MI declined significantly from 2000 to
2008 despite an aging population and rising preva-
lence of AKI risk factors [19]. The authors suggested
that these findings may reflect increased clinician
awareness, better risk stratification, or greater use
of AKI prevention efforts. Another population of
great interest is pediatrics. Nephrotoxic AKI is a
particularly prevalent condition in this population
and it appears quiteamenable topractice change [20].
Goldstein et al. at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital
have spearheaded efforts to reduce nephrotoxicity
by identifying patients electronically – see ‘Medi-
cation-induced acute kidney injury’ in this issue
[21]. Finally, cardiac surgery is associated with AKI
and efforts such as avoiding cardiopulmonary
bypass appear to reduce the risk of AKI. In a trial of
nearly 3000 patients, cardiac surgery ‘off-pump’
reduced the risk of AKI (17.5 vs. 20.8%; relative risk,
0.83 [95% confidence interval (CI), 0.72–0.97],
P¼0.01) compared to standard technique using car-
diopulmonary bypass [22]. However, there was no
significant difference between the two groups in the
loss of kidney function at 1 year [17.1 vs. 15.3%,
respectively; relative risk, 1.10 (95% CI, 0.95–1.29),
P¼0.23]. Similarly, remote ischemic precondition-
ing appears to reduce the risk for AKI in high-risk
patients [23

&&

] though larger studies in lower-risk
patients have been negative [24

&

,25
&

] – see also ‘Renal
protection in the 21st century’ in this issue [26].
Finally, we might also point to avoiding hydrox-
yethyl starch as an effective way to prevent AKI
and improve survival in patients with severe sepsis
[27]. Although these results were not confirmed in a
larger trial [28], the exposure was less and there was
still some evidence of renal toxicity even though only
apparent in the rates of acute renal replacement
therapy (RRT).

Another interesting paradox for AKI is that
lower severity patients (though still ICU patients)
seem to be more impacted by AKI compared with
high severity patients [29]. Not surprisingly, stage
2–3 AKI occurred less frequently in patients admit-
ted to ICU without respiratory or cardiovascular
failure compared with those that were (25.7 vs.
51.7%). Patients developing AKI in both risk groups
had higher risk of death before hospital discharge.
However, the adjusted odds of hospital mortality
were greater [odds ratio (OR), 2.99; 95% CI, 2.62–
3.41] when AKI occurred in low-risk patients com-
pared with those with respiratory or cardiovascular
failures (OR, 1.19; 95% CI, 1.09–1.3); interaction
P<0.001. Thus, although survival for low-severity
 Copyright © 2016 Wolters Kluwer 
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patients is better than for high-severity patients,
the relative increase in mortality associated with
AKI is actually greater for low-severity patients. In
virtually all studies, AKI was associated not only
with worse survival but also with substantial
increases in ICU and hospital length of stay. Indeed,
regardless of age group studied length of stay was
approximately double when AKI complicated
critical illness [30

&

] and consequently costs tend
to double as well [31].
WHY ARE PATIENTS STILL DYING OF
ACUTE KIDNEY INJURY?

Given the numerous potential approaches to reduce
AKI and its impact on survival discussed above, we
might expect to be observing substantial progress in
preventing and treating AKI. Sadly, this does not
appear to be the case although isolated examples of
progress in specific areas are clearly present [19,20]
and substantial variability in AKI rates and out-
comes exist across institutions even when uniform
criteria are used [19,32

&

]. Despite limited success so
far from electronic alerting to improve clinical
recognition of AKI [33

&&

] there are evolving efforts
to make alerts smarter and more action-oriented
[34] – see ‘Computer decision support for acute
kidney injury; current and future’ in this series
[35]. However, just what actions are needed? So
far the most progress we have seen is in limiting
iatrogenesis whether in the form of nephrotoxins
[20], cardiopulmonary bypass [22], or certain fluids
[27,36] – see also ‘Fluid resuscitation for acute kid-
ney injury – an empty promise’ in this series [37].
However, we face a notable problem for many types
of AKI because injury is already well established by
the time patients seek medical attention. This
is particularly true for syndromes such as sepsis-
associated AKI in which virtually all patients who
will develop AKI, manifest by serum creatinine or
urine output, already have injury at the time of
presentation [38

&&

]. Simply alerting clinicians to
the fact a patient has already sustained AKI might
be useful in so far as improving management
(and facilitating recovery) but it certainly cannot
prevent the condition in the first place. Alerts that
inform clinicians that patients are at risk and what
the specific risks are (e.g., nephrotoxic drug or
combination) are likely to be much more effective.
An important exception to this rule might be that
automated decision support systems can help clini-
cians identify AKI by sorting through past laboratory
data for serum creatinine values that reflect baseline
renal function [39]. This can be a difficult problem
particularly when patients have multiple encoun-
ters and variation in serum creatinine (which
Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Why are patients still dying from acute kidney injury? Kellum
actually might be a risk factor in itself! [40]). Deter-
mining the right baseline creatinine for a patient is
no trivial matter because it affects diagnosis, staging,
and assessment of recovery [8

&&

].
Another approach is to use laboratory tests

which are more sensitive (or have faster kinetics)
compared to serum creatinine and at the same time
are more specific than urine output. Several candi-
dates have been put forth [41,42

&

] and still others are
being evaluated. In the United States, only a test
containing urinary insulin-like growth factor-bind-
ing protein 7 (IGFBP7) together with tissue inhibitor
of metalloproteinases-2 (TIMP-2) is approved for use
by the Food and Drug Administration [43] – trade
name NephroCheck, Astute Medical, San Diego,
California, USA. Interestingly, both molecules are
inducers of G1 cell cycle arrest, a protective mech-
anism – the test essentially measures the kidney’s
attempt to protect itself from injury [42

&

]. Together
these markers have demonstrated an area under
the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC)
of 0.80–0.82 for prediction of AKI in the next
12 h [44,45]. [TIMP-2]�[IGFBP7] was significantly
superior to all existing markers of AKI (P<0.002),
none of which achieved an AUC>0.72 [44].
Furthermore, [TIMP-2]�[IGFBP7] significantly
improved risk stratification when added to a nine-
variable clinical model when analyzed using Cox
proportional hazards model, generalized estimating
equation, integrated discrimination improvement,
or net reclassification improvement. [TIMP-
2]�[IGFBP7] increases rapidly in response to even
subinjurious stimuli [23

&&

]; it is not affected by
chronic kidney disease [46

&

] or by other chronic
[46

&

] or acute nonrenal organ failures [47
&

]. The test
performs equally well in medical and surgical
patients [48

&

] and correlates with death or dialysis
at 9 months [49

&

]. It has even been validated in other
species [50

&

]. Given these results it would seem well
positioned to fill the niche of the early alarm for AKI
that serum creatinine has failed to provide [42

&

].
Biomarkers such as [TIMP-2]�[IGFBP7] can therefore
be used to enrich the patient population that
can receive additional monitoring, alternative
medications and imaging techniques, and early
investigation as to the cause of the renal ‘stress’.
Similar applications in clinical trials can dramatic-
ally reduce sample sizes and therefore costs [51].
NO MAGIC POTION: JUST GOOD
MEDICINE

Early enthusiasm for novel AKI biomarkers has
been tempered by the realization that there is no
‘thrombolytic equivalent’ for AKI. The conversation
around AKI diagnostics has rapidly moved from
 Copyright © 2016 Wolters Kluwe
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finding AKI early to finding a treatment. The prob-
lem is that AKI is not a disease so there will almost
certainly not be single treatment that works for all
forms of AKI. Even diseases like cancer have
dramatically different therapies depending on the
cancer phenotype in question. AKI is about 50 years
behind cancer! The traditional taxonomy based on
anatomic locations (pre, intra, and post) in reference
to the kidney is overly simplistic and has given way
to specific ‘endotypes’ including hepatorenal [1

&

],
cardiorenal [2], nephrotoxic [3], sepsis-associated
[4

&&

], and urinary tract obstruction and these syn-
dromes all have unique pathophysiologies and
treatments. They may also have different molecular
signatures [52].

Thus, we cannot just say a patient has AKI so
we need to start therapy X. Instead, we need to
determine the specific AKI syndrome the patient
has (Fig. 1) and prescribe a set of actions
(starting as well as stopping) that matches the
specific pathobiology. At times, these actions will
be diametrically opposed. For example, will a
patient with AKI benefit from fluid administration
or diuresis or neither? The answer depends on
whether the patient has cardiorenal physiology
from acute decompensated heart failure where the
answer will usually be diuresis or septic shock where
judicious use of fluids is required (but further fluid
use will not be helpful) or nephrotoxic AKI where
both fluids and diuretics may be harmful. Thus,
treatment X will likely be a bundle of therapies
tailored to the specific AKI syndrome encountered.
Even the use of RRT must be tailored as two recent
trials demonstrated [53

&&

,54
&&

]. In clinical scenarios
where the vast majority of patients receive RRT,
early initiation results in improved survival [53

&&

],
whereas in settings where only a fraction of patients
ever require RRT a ‘wait and see’ approach may be
preferred [54

&&

]. However, even here, those requiring
late therapy generally do worse.

For patients with ‘less severe’ AKI, who are not
judged as requiring RRT, outcomes are generally
better. However, less severe AKI may still be in the
causal pathway for morbidity and mortality in crit-
ically ill patients [55]. Effects of renal dysfunction on
immune function, fluid balance, and drug clearance
may result in a myriad of complications, prolonging
hospitalization and increasing risk of death. Evol-
ution in disease management from severe to ‘less
severe’ is familiar to us all. The emergence of non-ST
segment MI and ‘precancerous syndromes’ are both
examples of evolving pathonomenclature as the
epidemiology and pathobiology of diseases like cor-
onary artery disease and cancer advance. We should
expect the same as we move from acute renal failure
to AKI and ultimately to acute kidney disease [56].
r Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Renal system
CONCLUSION

Understanding the epidemiology, pathogenesis,
and pathophysiology of AKI is critical to achieving
improved outcomes for the millions of patients
who develop this loose constellation of syndromes.
Specific therapies can only emerge from a better
appreciation of the unique phenotypes within the
broader context of AKI. Clinical and molecular
characterization together with better understanding
of pathogenesis are needed. Clinical trials evaluat-
ing therapies should focus on precise populations
and consider biomarker enrichment strategies.
At the bedside an appreciation for specific AKI
syndromes rather than an all encompassing disease
should advance care.
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